The Diana

Extracted from original copy of 9 May 1863 “Harper's Weekly.”

Pilot house not illustrated.
THE LAST MOMENTS OF THE GUNBOAT DIANA,
AND HER ALMOST FINAL RESTING PLACE

Students of the American Civil War in Louisiana know the story of the Diana: how in 1863, the gunboat was recaptured by Confederate Colonel Grey and his 28th Louisiana Infantry and subsequently became the anchor of the Confederate forces both at the conflict at Bisland, and finally at Irish Bend. Eighteen days after her recapture, the Diana would meet a fiery end on April 14. While some of the Diana’s actions are described in the Official Record, the story of the Diana has tended toward conflicting speculation surrounding her last moments while covering Confederate General Taylor’s retreating army. The present article is an attempt to clarify the events surrounding her extinction, and may also be thought of as an addendum to Morris Raphael’s groundbreaking work, *A Gunboat Named Diana*.2

At the Battle of Bisland on April 13, after being pierced by a 30-pounder Parrott shell, the disabled gunboat retreated to make repairs with barely enough time to replace the dead and injured crewmen. Another artilleryman, Captain Oliver J. Semmes of the First Regular Battery Confederate Light Artillery (Semmes’, Barnes’), had assumed command from the ailing Capt. Nettles, earlier that morning. Thus was assembled the Diana’s final crew. Eighty men volunteered prior to the battle at Bisland, which probably included a few survivors of the first crew who claimed their gunboat prize but a few days before.5


3OR, Series 1, Vol. 15, Part 1, p. 390.


Four months earlier, perhaps a seeming lifetime to the combatants, the Diana had been under Federal control, engaged in actions near the fortified remnants of Cornay’s Bridge. Cornay’s Bridge was located at or near today’s Rizzo (Zenor) Bridge (both due east of the bend in the Teche that today is bisected by the Calumet cut-through). After a frantic night’s repairs, the Diana traveled down the Teche toward Franklin, passing the docks of the town for the first and last time. The leaders, Captain Semmes, Major Ed McGowan, and a Lieutenant Dubecq, would have been closely watching the waterway, knowing that they would ultimately have to retreat back the way they came. They must have noticed how the Teche narrowed as they approached the town’s docks, and more so, just past, getting downright tight as they passed a then small cemetery, a bit inland, on their left. In 1870, the Bayou Teche, from the Atchafalaya River to Franklin, was thinnest at Franklin.

---


7 This is the writer’s judgment after an examination of some maps of the battle (Raphael 124-25, 129), Google Earth images, and two visits to the site. ‘Calumet Plantation’ [which contained Cornay’s Bridge] was the name given by Daniel Thompson to a group of adjoining sugar plantations along Bayou Teche that he began assembling about 1866. The residence now known as ‘Calumet’ was the ‘O. and N. Cornay Plantation’ which he purchased in 1871. The Calumet Plantation House is located on Highway 182, “about four miles north of Patterson, LA,” at “N 29° 42.668 W 091° 20.646, 15R E 660179 N 3287924;” about 700-800 yards east of the Rizzo (Zenor) Bridge. See: scrambler390. "Calumet Plantation House--Patterson, LA--U.S. National Register of Historic Places on Waymarking.com." Waymarking.com. Groundspeak, Inc., BruceS, 13 Dec 2009. Web. 15 July 2010. <www.waymarking.com/waymarks/WM7WH3_Calumet_Plantation_House_Patterson_LA>. Whether Cornay’s Bridge was east or west of today’s Rizzo, or on the same spot, an examination of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers records in New Orleans might prove useful. To judge by an image in Harper’s Weekly, one might think Cornay's Bridge had been west of Rizzo Bridge. The artist may have employed artistic license, but it shows the conflict at the remnants of Cornay’s Bridge as near the bend (east of the bend) in the Teche that today leads to the Calumet cut-through bisection. See: "The Battle in Bayou Teche." Harper’s Weekly--A Journal of Civilization [New York] 14 Feb. 1863: 101. Print.

Almost still true today, it was probably not otherwise on that spring day in 1863. They headed for the curve leading into Irish Bend. Rounding, the Diana began firing her long-barreled 30-pounder Parrott cannon, alerting allies and enemies of her arrival.\textsuperscript{9} Using all available guns and continuing to fire round after round toward the Federal masses, Capt. Semmes took the Diana to a place on the Confederate right flank.\textsuperscript{10} "Flying lampposts" appeared in the sky over the Federal troops.\textsuperscript{11} Future accounts would provide testimony to their destructive, deadly effects.\textsuperscript{12}

In the last moments of the Battle of Irish Bend, the Diana found herself alone in the Teche, holding the Confederate right flank, allowing the last Confederates to exit the field. Federal General Banks' tardy pincer movement now began to close rapidly on Franklin: General Grover from above, General Weitzel below. With Captain Semmes and Lieutenant Dubecq injured, it would have fallen to McGowan to select an escape path between the Federal forces. Semmes was injured, but McGowan had been the ostensible leader all along, as the record would later show.

On the personal staff of General Taylor, was a Major Thomas Ochiltree.

OCHILTREE, Thomas Peck, a Representative from Texas; born in Nacogdoches, Nacogdoches County, Tex., October 26, 1837; attended the public schools; volunteered in 1854 as a private in Capt. John G. Walker's company of Texas Rangers in the campaign against the Apache and Comanche Indians in 1854 and 1855; admitted to the bar by special act of the Texas Legislature in 1857; clerk of the State house of representatives 1856-1859; secretary of the State Democratic convention in 1859;
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\textsuperscript{12}Raphael 155.
editor of the Jeffersonian in 1860 and 1861; delegate to the Democratic National Conventions at Charleston, S.C., and Baltimore, Md., in 1860; during the Civil War enlisted in the Confederate Army in the First Texas Regiment and was promoted successively to lieutenant, captain, and major; editor of the Houston Daily Telegraph 1866 and 1867; appointed commissioner of immigration for Texas in Europe 1870-1873; appointed United States marshal for the eastern district of Texas by President Grant January 8, 1874; elected as an Independent to the Forty-eighth Congress (March 4, 1883-March 3, 1885); moved to New York City and retired; died at Hot Springs, Bath County, Va., on November 25, 1902; interment in Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn, N.Y.; reinterment in Mount Hope Cemetery, Westchester County, N.Y., November 8, 1903.  

He wrote an article, recounted by Raphael, that appeared in the Oct. 7, 1888 San Francisco Examiner, page 12. Ochiltree stated: “The boat was absolutely riddled with shot and shell. The boiler had been smashed, and the escaping steam mingled with the smoke of battle. But above all was heard the voice of Ed McGowan calling upon his men to continue the fight.” At first reading, one may be pardoned for asking whether this was at Bisland, or Irish Bend? It must be Irish Bend, for he hears the final explosion of the Diana (known to have occurred at Irish Bend) an hour later, he states. So, per Ochiltree, there were eighty volunteers sent to the Diana at Bisland. Later, forty would be killed, and the remainder captured. 

After holding out as long as they could, the Diana backed out slowly, keeping its bow forward, facing the onslaught of enemy troops, its 30-pound Parrot firing. The stern of the Diana was always vulnerable, open, and indefensible by any of the gunboat’s five guns. From the writer’s past research:


14 Raphael 132.

The rebels have seized a valuable prize, for the Diana had a fine armament, consisting of five guns, all mounted on her bow, one 30 pounder rifled pivot, two 32 pounders smooth-bore, and two 12 pounders, one rifled, and one smooth-bore. She had on board a large supply of ammunition.

http://www.hti.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/pagevieweridx?sid=9088c28b88584f67ae53f8152799b1&idno=adg8849.0001.001&c=moa&cc=moa&seq=201&view=text):

I doubt if this fact be recorded in official reports, but it is certain that our stout little gun-boat, with her two thirty-two pound broadside
guns, her Parrott and her Dahlgren brass-pieces, and her crew of ninety, officers and men, steamed up, one pleasant morning, to the widow Cochrane's sugar-house, on the Atchafalaya, with two capacious barges towed behind her, and a document in somebody's hands, which purported to be a bill-of-sale for all the widow's sugar.


Capt. Peterson continued to fight them bow on, all his guns being on the bow of the Diana, . . .

Based on all of the information above, the writer believes that the Diana had five guns (all mounted on her bow, and contained within a casemate): one 30-pounder Parrott rifle on a pivot (probably mounted front and center), two smooth-bore 32-pounders (33 cwt.), mounted broadside (one on each side), and two 12-pounder bronze/brass Dahlgren boat howitzers (one rifled, one smooth-bore--each perhaps situated between the Parrott and a 32-pounder).

In reverse, just clearing the curve they had traversed hours earlier, they scuttled the boat, midstream (as the

---


bow is seen in a sketch\textsuperscript{17} facing forward in the mud flats in 1870, it indicates that something may have forced the hull to the bank sometime after the battle). The crew would not have taken the boat all the way back to the docks of Franklin to fire her (and risk the fire spreading into the town). One can discern the leadership’s logic: they had an excellent situation in which to scuttle and fire their boat. They backed to almost the narrowest part of the Teche (130’, in 1870),\textsuperscript{18} and far enough from the town to lower the risk of a town fire (posing no danger to anyone in the graveyard, and providing a clear path of escape, running along the town line). They could also block the channel with their 165 foot vessel (to be described).

The navigator had to select just the spot that might partially obscure his vessel from the oncoming Yankee troops working their way up Irish Bend Road and yet be far enough from Franklin's docks, avoiding the risks of setting fire to the town and falling into the hands of Banks’ troops from Bisland approaching from the rear.

Because the ship was 165 feet in length, the captain could have wedged the bow and stern, diagonally between each shore, blocking the channel. The soldiers could have easily then jumped ship from the bow to the shore, so low it was in the water (by the boat’s design).

Throughout the 1870 Bayou Teche survey, hull sketches show bow and stern orientations distinctively (but not necessarily to scale). With 165 feet of length, the Diana’s hull should have been shown long enough to straddle the Teche, unless, the explosion was such that only part of the hull was left (“. . . a portion of her machinery visible—her shaft & flanges, cylinders & old iron . . . .”).\textsuperscript{19} Another likely explanation is that the length of the hull was largely invisible below the water, and therefore roughly estimated and not represented to a proper scale in the survey sketch. Again, that the vessel was shown not

\textsuperscript{17} Wilby 44.

\textsuperscript{18} From the Atchafalaya River, all the way to Porter’s Bridge, the narrowest portion in 1870 was 120’ at the town docks, down to 110’ (due to a noted obstruction). Diana was at 130’ (in 1870), just north of this narrowest session.

\textsuperscript{19} Wilby 6.
completely blocking the waterway means that if it did succeed in a blockage, the hull was able later to be shoved out of the way (perhaps when the cannons were removed by Banks, but in any case, before the 1870 survey)—assuming the Diana’s final explosion did not undo the blocking attempt, which is a possibility.

Turning around would not have been an option after backing to a certain point. The Diana was 239 tons: 165’ long, 26’ 4” wide, and 5’ 9” deep.\(^{20}\) The Teche at the point of Diana’s final moments, as already explained, was not more than about a 130 feet wide. Once in the bottleneck of the Teche (today still a very narrow point around the cemetery, before an increased width heading into the bend), the Diana was committed.

As mentioned, one gets confused by Ochiltree’s account of happenings at Bisland and Irish Bend (especially his calling it all the battle of Camp Bisland, which one associates with the first conflict the day before the one at Irish Bend, about ten miles away). Ochiltree must have conflated the two fronts of conflict over two days into one—and it is the writer’s contention that the article from the aforementioned Daily Examiner can be divided into a first section dealing with the battle at Bisland, and a second describing the last moments at Irish Bend. The section before the subtitle, “A Wild Defense,” must be the telling of events at Bisland (the day before the conflict at Irish Bend). One can determine this because the contemporary account by General Taylor himself was that Semmes took over for the ill Captain Nettles just before the battle of Bisland began,\(^{21}\) and a careful reading of Ochiltree’s report after “A Wild Defense,” makes it clear that he is describing the last hours of the Diana and her crew at Irish Bend (but for the mention of a “fleet”). One can draw this conclusion because of the timing of the explosive demise of the Diana as detailed by Ochiltree. It must have been that as the Confederates began to retreat from the front, retreating to the rear to make their way up Iberia Street to the Cut-off road, the Diana too backed up slowly, so that by the time of Ochiltree’s description, the gunboat found herself at her last location, covering the last remnants of Taylor’s men. As discussed above, what

\(^{20}\) Raphael 41.

anchors the Diana’s actions in time as described by Ochiltree are the second sentences of the second and last paragraphs:

[. . .] the Battle of Camp Bisland, one of the fiercest fights of the war and one of the bloodiest struggles which I ever witnessed or in which I ever participated.[. . .] The river was so narrow that there was only room for the passage of one boat at a time.[. . .] Our army was in a kind of cul-de-sac formed by a turn in the river, and if the fleet of Federal craft had ever passed our solitary Gunboat, it would have been all up with us. They could have got a position on our flank and raked us fore and aft.

That passage had to be held at all hazards. Where was the man to whom the command of the Gunboat could be intrusted [sic], and who would hold the fort until, as General Taylor expressed it, "hell froze over?" As soon as I realized the situation I told General Taylor that I had the man. I knew that Ed McGowan would never give up the position as long as there was the faintest possibility holding it. I went to him and he and Oliver Semmes agreed jump into the breach, and, with eighty volunteers who were called for to enter on this hazardous enterprise, they took charge of the boat. It was easy enough to get on board, for the banks of the river were perfectly level and the water flowed almost on a level with the banks. An ordinary planking was thrown from the shore to the deck of the boat. I chose Semmes as nominal leader for the reason that he was a son of Alabama [C.S.S. Alabama] Semmes and presumably knew something about ships. I found out very shortly afterwards that he didn't, because one of the very first things he did when he got on board was to take a piece of chalk and mark "starboard" on one side and "larboard" on the other, so that he would make no mistake in issuing his orders.

A WILD DEFENSE.

The battle began. And a bloodier one was probably never waged. Hour after hour the Federal fleet poured hot shot into this single boat. McGowan was everywhere urging on his men and calling upon them again and again for renewed efforts. After the
struggle had continued for some time I was dispatched by Gen. Taylor with a message to McGowan and Semmes. I hurried down to the boat and got across the planking and landed on board. I shall never forget the sight. Out of the eighty men forty lay dead and dying about the decks. The decks literally ran with blood. It was at least two inches thick all over, and when I came away my boots were marked with blood as they might have been with mud after plotting for an hour along a New Jersey road. The boat was absolutely riddled with shell and shot. The boiler had been smashed, and the escaping steam mingled with the smoke of battle. But above all was heard the voice of Ed McGowan calling upon his men to continue the fight. I went up to him and told him that General Taylor was of the opinion that if he could hold the passage half an hour longer he believed everything would turn out all right. It seemed then as though we were winning the battle. He said that things were in pretty bad shape, but he would try. I said my further instructions to him were that when he found that he could no longer hold the position he was to blow up the boat, sinking it in midstream if possible, so as to obstruct the passage. He said he would do so, and I left him.

The Battle continued with varying fortunes and an hour afterwards there was a low rumble as of thunder, and we knew that the battle on the boat was ended. The dead and dying had been previously removed from the deck, a slow match had been lighted and the old boat had been blown to pieces. It keeled over, the waters rushed in and it sank in the middle of the channel, so that the Federal fleet was unable to pass. We were finally defeated, and among the prisoners taken were Ed McGowan and his companions. The gallant Commander, Oliver Semmes, was among the wounded, but his wound was not serious and he afterwards recovered.22

So, Ochiltree, recounting events many years later, did conflate the two battles: Bisland and Irish Bend. Such an error would not have been that unusual, as some have also thought of the two-day, two-front battle as one large

22Ochiltree 12.
conflict.\textsuperscript{23} The battle described (but for the reported ending) could have been simply of the conflict at Bisland (it was certainly bloody enough\textsuperscript{24} and would have easily matched Ochiltree’s account) . . . but, the article indicates the Diana’s final boiler explosion came but minutes before its sinking. It is clear from official accounts that nightfall separated the previous boiler damage (allowing for repairs to occur and the Diana’s subsequent appearance on the Confederate right flank at Irish Bend).\textsuperscript{25} So the article’s conflation was either due to a passing of twenty-five years between the event and its telling, Ochiltree’s selective memory, or an unfortunate editor’s splice.

As read above, it was Ochiltree who suggested Ed McGowan should enter the Diana. The “Ubiquitous” McGowan, the once politician in Philadelphia, Justice of the Peace in the 1850s in San Francisco, and escapee from a Vigilance Committee run amok, had been one of the organizers of the Arizona Battalion.\textsuperscript{26} These were “experienced and desperate” men, of who it could be said they had an intimate knowledge and experience of killing.\textsuperscript{27} As described, Semmes volunteered along with McGowan, and was assigned command. As already mentioned, Ochiltree soon learned that though Semmes was a graduate of West Point and a “model soldier,” he was lacking in naval knowledge.\textsuperscript{28} As events would unfold, history will note that ultimately this would matter little. Realizing the bayou could be blocked, they indeed determined to hold fast “until hell froze over.” To recap: evidently starting with eighty volunteers, at least forty were killed onboard, leaving the deck thick and deep in blood. The boiler reportedly damaged, Ochiltree comments that he was easily able to enter the vessel from the shore.


\textsuperscript{24}Taylor 131-32.

\textsuperscript{25}OR, Series 1, Vol. 15, Part 1, p. 392.


\textsuperscript{27}Ochiltree 12.

\textsuperscript{28}Ochiltree 12.
with a simple plank--such was how low in the water the Diana sat. Also, Ochiltree’s account agrees with General Taylor’s, that McGowan and Semmes joined prior to the battle at Bisland. As read in the Ochiltree article, while the Confederate position at Bisland might also be described as “in a kind of cul-de-sac, formed by a turn in the river . . . ,” Ochiltree reports that Irish Bend would even more so have fit that simile. He also describes the narrowness of the bayou, a characteristic seen just north of Franklin, even today. The gunboat was continually hit with projectiles and hot shot for hours on end (but not from a “fleet”). He states that given the wounded Semmes, McGowan stepped up and took command, now doubling his efforts to rally his men and keep up their spirits. Told to hold for but half an hour more, by General Taylor via Ochiltree, an hour would pass before the final explosion was heard. Ochiltree writes that the boiler had been smashed, and steam was escaping--but prior to that, the Diana had enough steam to back from the line of battle, into the drastically narrowing channel, just below the upper town line (almost below the present-day Franklin Cemetery--to be discussed). The dead and wounded were removed, and then the boat was fired and scuttled. Ochiltree reports a “rumble as of thunder” in the distance signaled the end of the Diana--sunk in the middle of the Teche, creating a blockage. He reports that the boat “keeled over, the waters rushed in and it sank in the middle of the channel, so that the Federal fleet was unable to pass.” By 1870, it is known that the remnants of the hull (so, not completely “blown to atoms”) no longer

29 Ochiltree 12.


blocked the channel, but was a mere obstruction on the east bank (as discussed, perhaps moved out of the way by Federal General Banks when the cannons were removed, or later). \(^{33}\)

At the end, with the dead and wounded removed, there were as many as perhaps forty men, though only Semmes, Dubecq, McGowan, and two dozen others, can be documented as having been captured as a result of the destruction of the Diana--to be explained.

The boat was finally dead in the water--its lifeblood having abandoned ship, and the ghosts in the machine fled.

The key to finding the hull’s almost final resting place today (2010), is Routh Trowbridge Wilby’s, *Clearing Bayou Teche After the Civil War: The Kingsbury Project*. \(^{34}\) Wilby’s book contains an 1870 survey of the Teche, including obstructions. The Diana’s hull is shown located on the east bank, just below the “Upper Line Town of Franklin,” substantially above the “McHugh’s Saw Mill” on the opposite west bank. Through an informative correspondence in the spring of 2009, with Margie Luke, Archivist and Historian for St. Mary Landmarks Society, and Grevenberg House Museum in Franklin, \(^{35}\) the writer was able to locate the hull’s once and almost final resting spot. The lower parameter, the McHugh’s Saw Mill, is described by Ms. Luke:

McHugh's mill was a fairly large tract of land along the bayou. It had several owners so is called various names. While the foot of Blakesley Street is part of the mill, it actually began a little east of that street (behind St. John School) and ran west


\(^{34}\)Wilby 44.

\(^{35}\)She is also on the Board of Governors for the Acadian Memorial in St. Martinville, Louisiana.
to Bayouview Drive. From the bayou, it came up about two short blocks. On a modern day map, it was behind St. John School and the Methodist Church. MapQuest [<http://www.mapquest.com/>] aerial view shows Donna Street (extension of A St) with a loop at the end. The tree line at the end of that loop, running toward the bayou, is the old line. Opposite line is Blakesley Street. Bayou is the back and the front line is the street with the loop at the end.\textsuperscript{36}

Further:

The McHugh mill was actually owned by Isaac Trowbridge who formed a partnership to operate the mill with Michael McHugh. McHugh actually ran the mill, hence the name. The partnership also owned a steam boat (stern paddle-wheeler) named "Alice." The best description is given in the following record:

Reference/source:
St. Mary Parish Clerk of Court, Conveyance Book Y, page 352, # 17049

Isaac Trowbridge to William Kyle & Company & Thomas C. Lawless
January 5, 1889

"Lot of ground in Franklin . . . known as sawmill lot . . . bounded East by Bayou Teche; South by Ernest Smith; West partly by Catholic Convent, partly by Methodist Church and Rectory and partly by children of Minos Gordey and North by lane running from Main Street to Bayou Teche . . . together with all buildings and improvements (sawmill, planer mill, machinery, office and small dwelling house)."\textsuperscript{37}

Not finding records that could establish the upper town line in 1870, the writer contacted Marc Wellman, Louisiana Section, State Library of Louisiana. On 25 September 2008, by e-mail, in response to the writer’s inquiry he sent the following:

\textbf{Act No. 132 passed by the General Assembly of the State of Louisiana at the}

\textsuperscript{36}Luke, Margie. Email to Horace Beach, Ph.D. 27 Apr. 2009.

\textsuperscript{37}Luke, Margie. Email to Horace Beach, Ph.D. 13 May 2009.
AN ACT To extend the limits of the town of Franklin, in the parish of St. Mary, State of Louisiana, and to incorporate the same, and to repeal all acts incorporating the town of Franklin and all acts amendatory and supplemental thereto.

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the State of Louisiana in General Assembly convened, That the resident citizens of the United States within the following limits, to wit: All that tract or parcel of land in the parish of St. Mary beginning at a point on the west bank of the Bayou Teche east of B.C. Smith’s store, thence to the line between B.C. Smith and T.J. Foster, out said line to T.J. Foster’s property, thence in a westward direction for a stake at twenty acres from the beginning point on said Bayou Teche, thence north and northeast at the distance of twenty acres from the Bayou Teche until W.P. Allen’s south line between said W.P. Allen’s and Mrs. Simeon Smith is reached, thence east on said line to Runk’s line, and thence down the line dividing Runk from the Franklin cemetery to the Bayou Teche, thence down the Bayou Teche to the point of beginning. That a survey shall be made by the parish surveyor, and the lines established by him under the supervision of the mayor of said town of Franklin, and the same be filed and recorded in the recorder’s office of the parish of St. Mary, shall be and they are hereby created and made a corporation and body politic, with perpetual succession, by the name and style of the mayor and council of the town of Franklin . . . .

Approved April 22, 1874

Knowing the usual outward-expansive evolution of towns, the 1870 boundary was not likely beyond that of the 1874 boundary, setting the upper parameter (in other words, the Diana's hull must have been located below the 1874 line). The document cited above establishes the boundary of interest in 1874, against the Teche, as Runk’s line, and what is interesting is that indeed it does not seem to have changed from 1870. Remembering that Runk’s line separated Runk from the cemetery, it can be established by two land sale entries, courtesy of Ms. Luke:

**RUNK PROPERTY**

*Book J, Page 227, Entry #7686*

George W. Runk from Albert Heaton

1854

5 arpents described as Lot 3 of Dwight Estate; bounded N by Lot 2 of Dwight Estate, S by J.Y.Sanders, E by Bayou Teche and W by public road.
DWIGHT PROPERTY
Book G, Page 256, #6499
William Dwight from J.Y. Sanders (with map)
1849
Land on west side of Teche . . . 15 arpents bounded
above by Trousdale, Rear by J.Y Sanders, East by Bayou
Teche and West by public road.

Ms. Luke assisted the writer with this explanation and interpretation:

Gardenia was Runk's northern line, the line that separated his land from the cemetery in 1874. Runk's southern line was Roseville ([Runk’s lot is] today covered by graves from 1890s-1900s) [. . . .] Sanders [Street] was Allen's northern line [and] Myra [Street], his southern line. [. . .] Mrs. Smith's: Myra Street would be the approximate northern line. [. . . .] [Describing the line mentioned in the “Act No. 132” document and its modern street correspondences, M. Luke writes:] W. P. Allen’s south line “between said W. P. Allen’s and Mrs. Simeon Smith is reached, [Myra Street] thence east on said line to Runk’s line, [Gardenia Street] and thence down the line dividing Runk from the Franklin cemetery to the bayou Teche.” [. . . .] The cemetery was outside the city limit in 1874.

[. . . .] the cemetery line in 1860/1870 was not Roseville Street, but what is now called Gardenia. The section between Roseville and Gardenia was not put into use until the late 1890s or early 1900s. Gardenia now does not go all the way to the bayou, at least not in a straight line. I think Allen's property was between Sanders and Myra Streets on both sides of Main Street. I know it was about 70 arpents and his home faced Main between Sanders & Cedar Street.

It is obvious to me Sanders land was on either side of
present day Sanders Street and on both sides of Main Street, a large tract. He was selling grave lots before 1850 in what is now part of the city cemetery.  

Sanders owned the land before it was a cemetery and the depth of land used for burials was not fully from Main Street to the Teche. So the boundary is correct. Runk's property was as I placed it in my abstract of the record with what is now Gardenia as the approximate line. The 1874 city expansion does not change his property description from 1850s records. Runk only owned on one side of Main; Allen, Sanders and others the land opposite Runk on Main.  

If the area of interest (as defined by the lower parameter of the saw mill property, and the upper parameter of the 1874 town line) of the east bank of the Teche were divided into quarters, the Diana’s sunken hull would have been located in the upper quarter.

A further upper marker might have been “Colonel Doucet’s House,” as seen in Wilby, but, as Ms. Luke reports:

If the name Doucet is correct, I found no evidence of his owning property on or near the Teche. He may have been renting, but don't have any means to verify the fact or the location.

In summation, the once hull site was probably contained within, or touched some part of, an (.1071 km, 351.377953 ft, 117.125984 yards) area of the east bank of the Teche described by a line between 29° 47' 55, N, 91° 29' 48 W, (29.798611, -91.496667) and 29° 47' 52, N, 91° 29' 50 W (29.797778, -91.497222). The best vantage point to

---
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observe the east bank of the Teche, left, center, and right, where the hull once rested, is at the foot of Roseville Street, on the west bank, where it curves to the Boat Launch. Per the 1870 sketch, the hull was once lodged on the east bank of the Teche, stern against a cypress tree (near, in 2008, where a Franklin city water treatment facility has a discharge, and above the Hazelwood subdivision). It is therefore unfortunate that a historical marker near the foot of Willow Street gives erroneous information implying that the hull of the Diana rests, or ever rested, east of the marker. There is also a church bell, dated 1864, incorrectly attributed to the Diana by yet another mistaken plaque located on St. Mary’s Episcopal Church, in Franklin.46

As it is now known where the hull finally lodged, and where the largest group of the Diana’s final crew had been captured, the running escape path of the men can be approximated. It looks as though they were trying to parallel the distant cut-off road as much as possible, heading for the Teche: The men fired the boat, jumped ship, and ran through the narrow corridor dictated by the two closing walls of the approaching Federal forces. At five arpents (in Louisiana, the conversion was 1 arpent = 0.84628-acre47), or about 4.2 acres, Runk’s property fits nicely as a long and narrow trapezoid between the Teche and W. Main, Gardenia, to the north, and approximately today’s

46 Five photos of the bell were sent to the writer 2 May 2006 courtesy of Clarkson A. Brown, Jr. The bell’s inscriptions indicate that the bell was cast by G. W. Coffin & Co., at The Buckeye Bell Foundry, in Cincinnati. A date of “1864” is seen. This inscribed date alone, baring some type of unusual post-dating, rules out the possibility that it came from the Diana. Patrick Hreachmack, a maritime expert, and maker of superb miniature ships and boats, was shown the photos by the writer. He stated that it did not look like the kind of bell that a boat would have used. He and the writer also noticed that the “4” in “1864” looks like it has been altered. Unfortunately, all records of the Buckeye Bell Foundry, in Cincinnati, were lost in a 1937 Ohio River flood. See: “Index – Vanduzen.” GCNA – The Guild of Carillonneurs in North America. N.p., n.d. Web. 14 Apr. 2010. <http://www.gcna.org/data/IXfoundryVanduzen.html>. The writer’s sincere thanks goes to Patrick Hreachmack for his consultation and correspondence, and his taking time to look over a final draft of this article.

To the left of Azalea to Hibiscus/Tulip (there are more unmarked, damaged and abandoned graves in the section to the left of Azalea) = 12

Section bordered by Hibiscus, Begonia, Lily & Camellia (At the end of Gardenia) = 55

Behind the above section (behind the existing mausoleum to bayou [. . .] close to present day boat landing) = 5

There were no large family tombs in this time frame. Most are single or double in ground graves made of brick with granite or marble headstones or top slabs. Also some single and side-by-side double above ground brick graves.

From the burial records of the Catholic and Protestant churches, there were probably double or triple the numbers given above. There are graves which show the age but no markings remain. Some graves in these sections marked only with iron crosses. 49

The men would have turned a bit to stay on, or skirt just below, Runk’s line in order to avoid hitting the hurdles of the existing Franklin Cemetery (north of Runk’s). How formidable the obstacles would have been the headstones and vaults, encouraging one to run around them (running from soldiers, one would run around a graveyard, else risk taking a tripping-hard fall). They continued down the line until they were between the Smith place to the south, and

---


the Allen property to the north, today represented by Myra Street. As known, they ended up on the north side of the line on Mr. W. P. Allen’s land, never making it to the cut-off road over the Bayou Yokely:

**Gunboat Diana**

Preparations are being made to blow up the wreck of the gunboat, Diana, sunk in the Teche, just above Franklin in 1863. They will soon have the whole mass of timbers out of the way. The Diana was a river streamer fitted up as a gunboat by the Federals, captured by Louisianans and Texans under Col. Henry Gray near Pattersonville in 1863, using small arms and the Valverde Battery in the attack. She was put in command of Capt. Semmes, son of the hero of “Service Afloat,” who used her above Franklin in keeping back the flanking force under Gen. Grover which came from Grand Lake by Mrs. Porter’s. The Diana was fired by Capt. Semmes when the Federals entered Franklin from below, and the explosion took place where the wreck now lies embedded in a mud flat. Capt. Semmes, after putting fire to the Diana, jumped into the bayou and swam ashore, and was captured by Federal Soldiers while attempting to make his escape across W. P. Allen’s field to Bayou Choupique, in the rear of Franklin.

At the end, most of the Diana’s fleeing crew probably ran a minimum of 425 yards before they were apprehended (drawing a straight line from their approximate disembarkation point on the shore of the west bank [using Gardenia Street as if it traveled straight from the Teche] to the intersection of W. Main and Gardenia Streets).

In order to escape the onslaught of the Federal army in their front and rear, the group of the recently made

---

50 Luke, Margie. Email to Horace Beach, Ph.D. 27 April 2009: Simeon Smith’s [south] line was Adams Street, known to her because that property once belonged to one of her ancestors, she noted.

51 “Planters Banner Franklin, LA April 26, 1871.” Young-Sanders Center, Franklin, LA. 7 May 2009 <http://www.youngsanders.org/youngsandersgunboattiana.html>

sailors appear to have headed west for the Bayou Yokely (paralleling the cut-off road to their south\textsuperscript{53}). The idea was that somehow, after crossing the watery barrier of the Yokely, they would eventually catch-up with their retreating Confederate compatriots. Alas, it was not to be.

Evidently, there was a pre-arranged escape plan utilizing Harding’s Lane cut-off that fell through.\textsuperscript{54} That the bridge over the Bayou Yokely (also called Bayou Choupique) had been prematurely ordered burned by Confederate General Sibley did not matter much now. There was no time for the survivors of the Diana to have made it back to, and up, Iberia Street to connect to the so-called Harding’s Lane cut-off road. Weitzel’s artillery, and others of his men, had reached Franklin now, preventing this option. There does exist an oversimplified map sketched by a veteran of the conflict that incorrectly illustrates the cut-off to the east of the then proposed railroad.\textsuperscript{55} Information, and the writer’s thoughts, on the cut-off road that follows are based upon an 1893 property map of Irish Bend and the surrounding area.\textsuperscript{56} The cut-off road actually ran for a distance just to the west, and almost parallel to, the proposed railroad that today exists. As late as 1893, at the opposite end from its Iberia Street origin, it still crossed the large Harding Estate against the Teche found in T. 14, S.R. 9E, thus its name. It is the writer’s assessment, judging by a comparison of maps, that the present-day Chatsworth Road bridge across the Yokely lies a little over one hundred yards west from the site of the ancient burned bridge. Curiously, the writer has seen (in 2008) what looks like the remnants of an earlier wooden bridge under the modern bridge (unless these were simply the remains of supports used in the construction of the modern bridge): pylons that appear to have burn marks. The old cut-off road left Iberia Street just east of today’s Chatsworth Road (that contains the aforementioned modern

\textsuperscript{53} Raphael. A Gunboat Named Diana. 60-61. See map.

\textsuperscript{54} OR, Series 1, Vol. 15, Part 1, pp. 392-93.

\textsuperscript{55} Raphael. A Gunboat Named Diana. 144. See map.

\textsuperscript{56} Based on a photocopied 1893 property map of Irish Bend and the surrounding area: “T.14, S.R.9E.” Sent to the writer courtesy of Clarkson Brown, Jr., Apr. 2006.
bridge). The old path snaked a short way across a property named “China Berry,” then over the Yokely by way of the old bridge (illustrated in 1893 as if the bridge had been rebuilt sometime after its 1863 firing; it is shown on the 1893 map to have been wedged between properties numbered 1 and 62 [Jean Dartresse]--then diagonally across property 61, entering the Harding Estate) to connect to a road today represented by Yokley (sic) Road (which must cover the old route) -- where it finally crossed the railroad again and connected with the “public road” that followed the path of the Teche. An examination of a Google Earth satellite photo over the area, when compared with the 1893 map, indicates that the old bridge spanned the Yokely across its southern-most bend (before the Yokely’s ultimate turn southward). If the writer is not mistaken, an examination of Google Earth satellite images also reveals a bit of the old cut-off road as it left the Yokely, across a present-day field, connecting eventually with today’s Yokley (sic) Road.

Who were these last men of record on the Diana, two dozen known men under three officers? 57 Those soldiers, having attached themselves to the Diana but for days, or weeks, would be forever wedded to her fate, and recorded for the

57 Booth, Andrew B. "Records of Louisiana Confederate Soldiers and Louisiana Confederate Commands." "Booth's Index to Louisiana Confederate Soldiers." Compiled by Jan Craven. "USGenWeb Project: Louisiana Archives - War Between the States Resources." USGenWeb Archives - census wills deeds genealogy. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Feb. 2010. <http://usgwarchives.net/la/military/WBTS.htm>. The nice thing about this initial source is that, along with the Louisianan soldiers, it lists Arizona and Texas soldiers as well (as far as those captured related to Diana’s last moments). Names were initially gleaned by a culling of this record--all those associated with “gunboat Diana” were selected. These names were compared against two other sources:


The writer thinks it probable that the record of some of the men who were on the Diana in her last moments has been lost to history: the wounded and killed (as none the writer could find in the record mentioned the Diana), and those who by history’s neglect the record simply mentioned they had been captured at Irish Bend on April 14, 1863.
ages. Most having boarded just before the conflict at Bisland, they served on the boat under Capt. O. J. Semmes of the First Regular Battery Confederate Light Artillery (Semmes', Barnes'). Of the 28th Louisiana Infantry (Col. Gray's) unit who initially captured the gunboat, there was but one man of record at the time of capture: Pvt. James McCarthy. There were men from Herbert’s Battalion of Arizona Cavalry led by “Big Ed,” “Uncle Ned” McGowan, Major, and Quartermaster, who just turned fifty the month before—he was officially second in command: Pvt. John Baker, Pvt. Henry Campbell, Pvt. William Cockburn, Pvt. Thomas Farrell, Pvt. Edward Ferguson (Furguson), Pvt. John (James?) Ham, Pvt. John Hill, Pvt. John Kieff (Keiff, Kief), Pvt. A. H. Layman, Pvt. James McDermot (McDermott), and Pvt. John Sprigg (Shriggs). They had come from the far away Arizona Territory with General Sibley’s men. They had scouted extensively throughout the bayous and byways of the area, and would have proven an invaluable asset to the crew’s navigational and reconnaissance abilities. Calling them the “Arizona Fire-Eaters,” Ochiltree writes:

This was probably one of the most marvelous commands ever got together. It was made up of experienced and desperate men--men who had lived on the frontier for years and to whom six-shooters, bowie-knives and personal encounters were every-day occurrences. There was probably not a man in the entire battalion who had not killed half a dozen men or more, the record of whose death was simply a notch on the handle of the knife or the butt of the pistol with whose assistance the deed had been accomplished.

They undoubtedly did all sorts of service aboard the vessel, accomplishing the tasks that needed doing: repelling enemy boarders, repairing what needed repairing, and probably handing some of the cannons, perhaps the two very mobile Dahlgrens, and the two cumbersome 32-pounders. Rounding out the cavalry contingent was a lone man from

---


59 Ochiltree 12.
Waller’s Regiment of Texas Cavalry, Pvt. Robert Goins (Goens). A Lieutenant J. Dubecq was third in the chain of command. Then there were two artillery men from separate units: Cyrus Berry, Com. Sergt., from the 2nd Field Battery Texas Light Artillery, and George Price (who was one of two pilots onboard), from the 1st Field Louisiana Battery (St. Mary’s Cannoneers). Next was Corpl. D. U. Broussard who was drawn from Company D of the 18th Louisiana Infantry (perhaps promoted to Corpl. upon his assignment to the boat). He would have been a valuable asset in two ways: his Company D was drawn from St. Mary Parish, so it was likely he knew well the area of operations, and men of the 18th had a special relationship with the last members of the crew, men from the Pelican Light Artillery (later, the 5th Louisiana Field Battery), which had accompanied the 18th

---

60 This man does not appear in either the Soldiers and Sailors System, or in Booth. There was a Dubecq’s Company Cavalry formed in Avoyelles Parish in 1863 at Marksville, and served as a headquarters guard in the District of West Louisiana. Their leader was a Captain J. Dubecq. See: Bergeron, Arthur W., Jr. Guide to Louisiana Confederate Military Units. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1996. 176. Print. Nothing further could be found on any other Dubecq.


62 Of when they were on land, and of their compatriots left behind, General Taylor spoke: “The Pelican Battery, Captain Faries, was handled with great skill, and all its officers and men bore themselves like good soldiers and receive my acknowledgments for their brave and effective service.” From: OR, Series 1, Vol. 15, Part 1, p. 395, “eHistory at OSU | Online Books | The Official Records of the Civil War.” N.p., n.d. Web. 19 Feb. 2010. <http://ehistory.osu.edu/osu/sources/recordView.cfm?Content=021/0395>. An original restored "Faries’ Battle Flag (Pelican Artillery)"—Second Confederate National Flag, today is housed in the Confederate Memorial Hall, New Orleans, Louisiana. A photograph of the restored flag was sent to the writer, courtesy of Troy Chandler, SCV Camp 1421 (Major Gen. Franklin Gardner Camp). There also exist two newspaper photos of “A few survivors of the famous Pelican Battery,” and “[Pelican Battery] Veterans taking their stations at the historic six-pounder . . . March 7, 1907,” from an unknown newspaper. They were last viewed by the writer 27 July 2008, on a now extinct website for the Pelican Battery, 5th Louisiana Artillery Living History Reenactment Unit out of
since its inception. Joining him from the 18th, were Privates John (J. L.) Hampton, and Thomas Meyers. There were six known Pelican men on the Diana, making a nice-sized gun crew: Pvt. B. Brand, Pvt. M. (Moise) Deslatres (sic—should read, “Deslattes”), Pvt. O. Fortier, Pvt. R. Melancon, Pvt. A. Orse, and Pvt. A. Shexnaydre (sic). Of these men, it is known that one was assigned as a pilot (or co-pilot), and another, an engineer. Drawn from St. James Parish, some of these men hailed from plantations, were of French and/or Acadian decent, and had fathers who once before had defended their shores in the Battle of New Orleans in 1815. It is the writer’s contention that they

Opelousas, Louisiana. 
<http://www.geocities.com/pelican_battery/Reenactment_Unit.html>. A call to Charles Lauret, Chief of Staff of the Battery, from the writer, yielded no source information. He reported that the contributor of the newspaper clippings to the website did not remember the source.

63 Beach 530.:

1890 U.S. Federal Census of Louisiana, Special Schedule for “surviving soldiers, sailors, and marines, and widows, etc.,” taken June 1890. Now the index on microfiche listed a “Moses Deslath,” but when the actual document was viewed on microfilm (Clayton Library, Houston, Texas, July 2002), it yielded a correct spelling. On page “A,” St. James Parish, Supervisor’s District 1, Enumeration District 160, P.O. Convent, line 4, house number 73, family number 73, was found “Moise Deslattes.” At the bottom of the schedule referring to Moise, there was a notation: “Taken prisoner on steamer Diana at Bayou Teche La.”

64 OR, Series 1, Vol. 15, Part 1, p. 1093:

Total casualties: 2 men killed, 10 men wounded, 2 severely; missing, 5 captured on hospital boat Cornie, sick; wounded, 13; detailed as pilot and engineer on gunboat Diana, captured, 2. Total horses killed, 33; wounded, 11.

65 The writer came by a copy of a photo of Jean Louis Deslattes’ (II) plantation house, and a photocopy of a letter in French describing, obituary style, the death of Jean Louis in 1861 (located in a metal filing cabinet, folder marked “Deslattes,” in the St. James Historical Society, in Gramercy, Louisiana). The letter mentions Jean Louis Deslattes’ (II) time as a soldier. The writer has since found that Jean Louis Deslattes (II), father of soldier Moise, was himself in the War of 1812—evidently involved at the Battle of New Orleans—DeClouet’s Louisiana Militia. The militia was involved in action on the west bank of the Mississippi at the Battle of New Orleans. See: Casey, Powell A. "Declouet's Regiment of Louisiana Drafted Militia." Louisiana in the War of 1812. N.p.: Powell A. Casey, 1963. 15-18. Print. In this book, pages ix–x list Capt. J. B. Dupas’ Company (drawn from the New Orleans area, per Casey), with “Deslate, J. L.” found on page ix.
remained a singular gun crew, and that they probably manned the Diana’s much-described 30-pounder Parrott gun. Of one of these men it was said: “If the gunner of the Diana is alive yet, he can have the satisfaction that he hit someone that day.”

Ed McGowan's life should be the stuff of an epic Hollywood movie. Events of his life prior to his appearance on the Diana on April 13, 1863, must be told, but anything more than a cursory telling, for its shear complexity, would overwhelm the thesis of this work. He seems to have been a sometimes unwilling magnet for violent happenings--and the case has been made, “more sinned against than sinning,” when he was involved in stabbings, shootings, disputed elections, supporting duels, and various political intrigues. His attraction to, and love of, the politics of human relations made him vulnerable. An author who wrote both prose and poetry, throughout his life he pleaded

---


a case of having been much maligned and harassed by men of ill will.

“A person of considerable education,” Edward “Ed,” “Uncle Ned,” or “Ned” McGowan entered his life-long passion in 1837: politics. Of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, born 12 March 1813, “Uncle Ned,” to his friends, was elected multiple times as a District Clerk. Being attracted to the energy of politics, attendant troubles seemed to follow him wherever he went. In 1842, he was “involved in a stabbing affair with an editor.” This was one of McGowan’s first experiences of how the truth and history of an event can be distorted by various competing forces. He would suffer from such distortions throughout his life. The accusations against him fade, and he is later appointed Superintendent of the State Magazine for the Eastern District. A couple of years in this position, and he is then elected Superintendent of Police for a district in Philadelphia. He leaves Pennsylvania after he finds that opposing forces try to link him with the “notorious Chester County Bank robbery.” Along with thousands of others, McGowan is drawn to the gold of California in 1849, necessitating travel overland Panama. In San Francisco, McGowan did what he could to make a living, including running a roulette wheel above a house of prostitution, but being a man of intelligence and wit, he would quickly rise. In San Francisco, he became a Justice of the Peace, and later, an Associate Justice of the Court of Sessions appointed by Governor Bigler. Accused of being a “ballot

---

69 Wheat 5.
70 Wheat 5.
71 Wheat 5.
72 Wheat 5.
73 Wheat 5.
74 Wheat 5.
75 Myers 30.
77 Wheat 5, 7.
box stuffer,” he was chosen as a Chairman of the “double-headed” Democratic Convention of 1854 in Sacramento. Back in San Francisco, McGowan favored the Northern wing of the Democratic Party—the “Law and Order” Party. Against the Law and Order Party banded a growing group of greedy malcontents who gathered in San Francisco in the early 1850s—reconstituting in 1856. With their “all-seeing eye” logo, the Vigilance Committee was nothing but a police dictatorship. With a love of politics, and an ability to write what he saw as the truth of the situation, McGowan enters into the maelstrom of San Francisco politics—a city where placing a loaded cannon in front of a poling place was not considered as beyond the pale. When, in May, 1856, his friend Casey shot James King, a Committee of Vigilance pursued. He eluded capture, later writing of this harrowing experience, disguised as Mexican. He would later be tried and acquitted—but for some, they would never let go of their hatred and willed to sully his name. Back in Sacramento, in 1857, he published writings “for the purpose of unmasking hypocrites,” and vigilantes. In the summer of 1858, McGowan leaves panned-out California for regions north. He finds himself in British Columbia during the Fraser Canyon Gold Rush. He becomes involved in an almost comic adventure that would later be called “the Ned McGowan War.” A bloodless war, Judge McGowan faces

78 Wheat 7.
79 Myers 74-79.
80 Myers 112.
81 Myers 1-4.
82 Myers 74.
83 Myers 96-111.
84 Myers 138-39.
85 Myers 214.
86 Wheat 7-8.
87 Myers 237.
88 Myers 228-44.
89 Myers 240.
some members of his old vigilante foe. McGowan was part of the Hill’s Bar (a town five miles below Yale, where the ex-vigilantes had control) faction (many ex-San Franciscans and former Law and Order Party members). The two rival groups fired legal warrants at each other, and jailed each other, with finally Yale ex-vigilantes stoking further the embers by trying to elevate the conflict, accusing McGowan of “launch[ing] an attempt to overthrow the British authority in the new colony and declare the gold fields to be part of the United States.” The conflict ends with the Justice from Yale and the Justice from Hill’s Bar both being accused of misconduct, and the magistrates dismissed from their posts. Though McGowan was fined for assault, the incident ends with drinks all around, including for the presiding judge, and British officials. McGowan has been described as “a hail fellow, well met.” This ending, and other remembrances of McGowan, support this description. After the events in British Columbia, McGowan connects with his son, and they spend time together in Mexico. The vigilantes’ toxic propaganda preceded father and son, so their stay was brief. As McGowan traveled northward again, he was now on a trail that would ultimately lead him to the deck of the Diana on its fateful day—a path that would take him to the Confederate South in the coming conflict (while his brother would remain in the service of the Federal forces in the east). In 1859, McGowan ventures to Arizona, an area “neglected by both the federal government and by that of New Mexico, to which it was still attached.” A survivor, McGowan ends up in Tucson in 1860 as “one of the chief instigators” of a convention “for the

---

90 Myers 240.
92 "McGowan's War - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia."
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purpose of formulating a Constitution for the “State of Arizona.”\footnote{Wheat 31.} He then “drew one of the three district judgeships . . . .”\footnote{Wheat 31-32.} By November, McGowan is elected as Arizona’s delegate to Congress--but there was war on the horizon, and the question of Arizona would wait.\footnote{Wheat 32.} Sent to Washington with little hope for Arizona’s recognition, he was redirected to attend the Confederate convention, in Montgomery, Alabama.\footnote{Myers 251.} Eventually, McGowan heads to Richmond when the capital is moved.\footnote{Myers 251.} A delegate was then sent to the Southern Congress: Granville H. Ouray.\footnote{Myers 251.} It is Ouray, Phil Herbert, and McGowan, who will later form the Arizona Battalion of the Confederate Army.\footnote{Myers 252.} McGowan drives cattle for the Confederates from Texas, to Louisiana and Mississippi.\footnote{Wheat 33.} He then enters the Confederate service. By one source, he will serve but three days as a sailor before his capture.\footnote{Wheat 33.}

He was named as a Major, and a Purser.\footnote{Wheat 33.} By “Purser,” is probably meant the “Arizona Battalion’s finance officer.”\footnote{Myers 253-54.} As previously discussed, when Semmes and Dubecq were wounded, Ed took command of the Diana.\footnote{Myers 254.}

Many of the Diana’s final crew were ultimately captured by a Federal cavalry unit. As to which one it is not recorded. A writer from the 114\textsuperscript{th} New York simply stated
“our cavalry.”\textsuperscript{110} So the cavalry unit’s number was not named. The cavalry coming down with Grover at Irish Bend would have had a better chance of capturing the escaping crew of the Diana, as they were closer to them.

Grover, in an effort to eliminate the Diana, ordered Nims’ Battery to be placed in an ideal position to open up on the gunboat, and also deployed two companies of sharpshooters from the 13th Connecticut to pick off the cannoneers. \textellipsis\textellipsis\textellipsis. Unfortunately for Semmes and his crew, they were captured by the cavalry of the 114th New York Volunteers [sic] as the Rebels attempted to make their escape across W. P. Allen's field to Bayou Choupique, in the rear of Franklin.\textsuperscript{111}

From the “Record of the 114\textsuperscript{th} Regiment N. Y. S. V.--WHERE IT WENT WHAT IT SAW AND WHAT IT DID,” by Dr. Harris H. Beecher:

As the army was approaching the town of Franklin, five miles further on, a large foundry was captured, with all its fixtures uninjured which had been of great use to the rebels in the manufacture of cannon and shot. There appeared to be some difficulty in the occupation of Franklin, judging from the firing of the cavalry. Again was Weitzel's Brigade formed in line of battle in the cane fields, and moved on slowly towards the town.

No opposition being made to their advance, filing out of the fields, they entered the streets of one of the largest and prettiest villages in western Louisiana. As the flags were unfurled, and the bands commenced to play, the foot-sore and weary soldiers were infused with new energy. The laggards were all in their places, stepping off promptly in time to the music, and the whole patriot army presented an imposing spectacle to the astonished citizens of Franklin. Scarcely had they advanced a few squares into the town, before a stunning, deafening crash was heard. The earth quivered with the violence of the concussion, and the air was filled with a sulphurous cloud, and flying sticks and timbers.

\textsuperscript{110} Beecher 152.

\textsuperscript{111} Raphael. A Gunboat Named Diana. 159.
The gunboat Diana was no more. Disabled at the battle of Bisland, she had only succeeded in reaching the docks at Franklin [sic], when the victorious army entered the place. The rebels, accordingly, set fire to her magazine and she was blown to atoms [sic]. Her commander, Captain Semmes, son of the notorious Alabama Semmes, was captured by our cavalry, in endeavoring to escape from the burning vessel.

Marching beyond the town about a mile, the Regiment went into bivouac on a grassy field, having marched fifteen miles that day. There they were joined by Federal General Grover's Division, who had fought the day before, near this place, the battle of Irish Bend, which had caused the precipitate evacuation of Fort Bisland.

Here he gained a decisive victory, but for some unaccountable reason, failed to reap the fruits of victory. Why General Grover, after driving the enemy away in confusion at the battle of Irish Bend, should content himself to quietly encamp, in the middle of the day, near the battle ground, when, by consulting the simplest map, or heeding the advice of his guides, he could have marched unchecked but a couple of miles, and easily occupied a position that would have stopped the retreat of the rebel army, thereby causing its capture—why he did not this, is one of those questions that probably never will be answered; yet the humblest private in the ranks saw the situation and chafed under his restraint.

Within a bend of Bayou Teche he lay the night of the 13th, while across the neck of the peninsula, the rebels retreated upon the only road leading out from the lower Teche, which at this point passed through a swamp upon a dike.

If at that time, a few pieces of artillery had been placed to bear upon this causeway, there would have been no more occasion for future campaigns and battles in Western Louisiana, and the disasters of the Red River Campaign would probably never have occurred. Yet, as the boys chatted by the camp fires that night, they were satisfied with the victories achieved. The rebel army had become demoralized and had lost over
two thousand prisoners. In summing up the glorious results of the past three days, they laid themselves down and enjoyed a grateful and much needed rest.\textsuperscript{112}

One passage above has caused a bit of confusion: The Diana certainly did surpass the Franklin docks, on her way to assume her position in the Teche on the Confederate right flank. This causes confusion if one misreads and assumes incorrectly that the vessel was blown up at the Franklin docks—no wonder some thought the remnants of the hull were once sitting near the foot of Willow Street.

Of the escaping survivors, some men may have ultimately evaded capture (unlikely), or were just left out of the record—and some of the Diana’s incapacitated may have been captured on the hospital ship Cornie, heading up the Teche.\textsuperscript{113}

So, the majority of the known men under Semmes, McGowan, and Dubecq, were captured on land owned by W. P. Allen. The group of men discussed below were gathered using the three sources mentioned earlier: Booth, “Search By Soldier Name,” and “Herbert’s Batt. Rosters.” This group included some men later paroled at Prophet’s Island, below Port Hudson, and some sent to New Orleans to be exchanged: Baker (who was earlier exchanged in March, when he was captured at Vicksburg on 28 December 1862—now paroled at Prophet’s Island in July), Berry (paroled July 1863; sent to New Orleans), Brand (paroled May 5; sent to New Orleans), Broussard (apparently paroled the day after his capture, but again on May 5), Campbell (no date of parole), Cockburn (no date of parole), Deslattes (no evidence of parole; sent to New Orleans to be exchanged), Farrell (paroled May 11), Ferguson (paroled May 11), Fortier (paroled May 11), Kieff (paroled May 11), Layman (paroled May 11), Melancon (not paroled until June 5, 1865, at Alexandria, so he was most likely exchanged), McCarthy (paroled May 11), McDermot (paroled May 11), Orse (sent to New Orleans to be exchanged), Price (no day of capture is given for April in the record, but paroled April [sic—should read May] 11 and so he was probably captured with this group), Shexnaydre (sent to New Orleans to be exchanged), and Sprigg (paroled May 11). A handful of men evidently evaded capture for a

\textsuperscript{112}Beecher 151-53.

\textsuperscript{113}OR, Series 1, Vol. 15, Part 1, p. 393.
few days: On the 16th, Goins was found (paroled with the others on May 11). A few days later, on the 19th, Meyers was taken into custody (paroled May 11). Finally, in an example of unintentional alliteration, Ham, Hampton, and Hill were made prisoners on April 20 (all three paroled May 11). At least one of the above mentioned men tried to rejoin the Confederate Army after he was exchanged,114 and probably others did as well—and maybe even some of those who were paroled, which would yield a death penalty, if caught. As mentioned, while possible, it is not probable that some of the Diana’s last crewmen escaped capture with the extent to which the Federal forces finally enveloped the Irish Bend area. Now, for the officers of the boat, Semmes, McGowan, and Dubecq, the fantastic tale would continue for a while longer.

McGowan was held prisoner, with others, in New Orleans. Later, the officers were to be sent (ultimately) on the USS Maple Leaf bound for Fortress Monroe115 . . . but this would not be the end of McGowan. With ninety captured officers, the vessel Catawba was to go to Fort Monroe, but the decision was made to transfer them to the Maple Leaf for a Northern prison.116 McGowan would have none of this, and takes over the ship. McGowan and some of his fellow prisoners effected an escape (from the Maple Leaf, as now known, not the Mayflower, per Ochiltree).117 He led the prisoners to take the ship, and they ran it aground “eight miles from Cape Henry Light,” in Virginia.118 They then travel through a part of Virginia occupied by the Federals.119 “Twenty-three were recaptured or shot in the course of the sneak through Union lines to Confederate

115Wheat 33.
116Myers 255.
117Myers 255.
118Myers 255. Ochiltree wrote “North Carolina.”
119Myers 255.
McGowan then leads a large group of prisoners on to Richmond, where he achieves hero status. After the war, some of these men went back to their previous professions and trades, while some chose new lines of work. Some picked farming; others, like Semmes, became judges. Ochiltree and Ouray went into politics. Some were involved in still more perilous adventures--Ed McGowan being such an example.

McGowan would face a lean economy in his future, but his close friends, including Ouray (now a Representative of the Arizona Territory in the U.S. Congress), would make sure he would not “starve." McGowan headed north after the war, to New York City, hoping to assist in rebuilding the Democratic Party. After some years, his connection, Ochiltree, arranges a meeting with President Grant (the rebel Ochiltree now working with the Grant administration). This would be the second president who McGowan would meet (probably Buchanan before). Grant gave McGowan the encouragement he needed to return, after nineteen years, to San Francisco. McGowan even makes an acquaintance of one of the leaders of the old Vigilance Committee--evidently each with eyes wide open--perhaps both tired of the past violence of mob rule and civil war.

---
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Never able to recover his past power, McGowan would later go in search of gold in the Dakota Territory, in 1877, but even here in this remote area, the libel and slander of the old Committee would precede him.\textsuperscript{128} People were expecting to see a man of dark and desperate character. He later returns to San Francisco and writes a book and a number of articles.\textsuperscript{129}

Almost unbelievable, McGowan eventually ends up as an Assistant Sergeant-at-Arms of the House of Representatives.\textsuperscript{130} He would also continue to write as he entered old age.\textsuperscript{131} In the 1880s, he would win a libel suit against Hubert Howe Bancroft, a historian of California (sued because McGowan felt he had been defamed by the historian, and at least one researcher has pointed out the libelous nature of Bancroft’s treatment of McGowan), but never obtain any money from the verdict.\textsuperscript{132} With silver on his mind, he was back in Arizona, Tombstone, in 1881, where it was reported that he was a “‘lookout’ in a faro game in a boisterous and turbulent mining camp,” at which at least one fatal shooting occurred.\textsuperscript{133} Finally, back in San Francisco, a much different place now, he died in poverty, “a very quiet, gentle old man,” on 8 December 1893 in St. Mary’s Hospital.\textsuperscript{134} He was buried on December 11, in San Francisco, after an old acquaintance paid for a decent burial,\textsuperscript{135} but . . .

“Ubiquitous” Ed was so, even in death. He was indeed buried in San Francisco, but his body was later moved (as had been so many thousand others when San Francisco
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relocated most of its cemeteries in the 20th century to make room for construction). Today, his remains are in Holy Cross Catholic Cemetery, 1500 Mission Road, in Colma, California. His body is one of six family members, including his older brother, John, in an above ground vault in Section E, Row 1, Area 4, Grave 2—southeast of the Receiving Chapel. A simple marker reads “McGowan.”

Discounting unsubstantiated reports, “ubiquitous” the remains of the Diana are not. The Diana was dismembered. First, her guns were sent to Brashear City. Second, the Diana was “entirely removed, and placed on the left bank, going up,” in 1871 (perhaps just where the Teche straightens heading up the bend—that is, the west bank, somewhere above her almost final resting place on the opposite bank). Any sighting thereafter was therefore not the Diana. On the same source page as above, Mr. Kingsbury indicates he did not receive any word as to what to do with the “old iron.” The reader is then told further down the page that he “disposed of it to two persons at Franklin to cover expenses.” Might they have left something behind? Could some of Diana’s material have been seen in 1897, and again in 1907? Yet, it is unlikely any boilers, or other iron, would have been uprooted only to be plopped down a short distance south near Willow Street (scene of the mysterious boiler find in 1966).

---

136 From Holy Cross Catholic Cemetery records gathered by the writer on his visit in 2009:

Edward McGowan 12-11-93
John McGowan 6-1-94
Mary McGowan 1-17-99
John P. Forrey 7-19-10, left side center niche
Winifred McGowan 3-4-11, middle niche right side
Thomas McGowan 8-7-30, right bottom
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Rumors of cannons, and the tale of a bell, notwithstanding, maybe someday a genuine artifact from the Diana will surface; then a final resting place in a museum for the bona fide relic, if not the Diana in whole, will be welcomed. For now, historians and archaeologists are left only with treasured words: "Captain Semmes, in command of the Diana, and his crew conduced themselves with the greatest bravery and intrepidity, and deserve the highest encomiums."  

\footnote{OR, Series 1, Vol. 15, Part 1, p. 395.}
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